While on the long Emmaus road,
weighed down with grief and sorrow’s load,
in hopes their dreams would be restored
the two disciples met the Lord.

Like them, we journey to refresh
ourselves in spirit, heart, and flesh,
to recreate ourselves, and find
renewal of our soul and mind.

On pilgrimage we set apart—
for worship, prayer, repose of heart—
a holy place, and there pursue
a faith restored, a love made new.

To distant lands our path may go
to share with those who need to know
the love of Jesus Christ, who came
to pardon those who trust his name.

In all our travel, let us see
the journey as a jubilee;
our hopes refreshed, our dreams restored,
for as we go, we take the Lord.
While on the Long Emmaus Road
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1. While on the long Emmaus road, weighed down with grief and sorrow's load, in hopes their dreams would be restored.
2. Like them, we journey to refresh ourselves in spirit, heart, and flesh, to recreate ourselves and pray, repose of heart.
3. On pilgrimage we set apart for worship, those who need to know the love of Jesus Christ, who
4. To distant lands our path may go to share with as a jubilee; our hopes refreshed, our dreams re-
5. In all our travel, let us see the journey
stored the two disciples met the Lord.
find renewal of our soul and mind.
sue a faith restored, a love made new.
came to pardon those who trust his name.
stored, for as we go, we take the Lord.